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Company: Rentokil Pest Control South Africa

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

Company DescriptionRentokil Boecker is the premier and largest public health company in

the region, providing world-class pest control, germ control, food safety, hygiene & scenting, and

landscaping services across various countries in the Middle East and Africa. We have a highly

trained team of specialists in the fields of environmental health, entomology, marketing, and

business development. Our commitment to exceptional human capital, latest technologies,

and resources contributes to our continued expansion globally.Role DescriptionThis is a

full-time on-site role for a Field Biologist located in Dubai. The primary responsibilities

include -- Monitor and constantly verify the quality of service offered to the Company's

Clients.- Carry out inspections and quality control visits at Clients' premises in order to

evaluate and achieve their satisfaction.- Conduct inspection visits at Clients' premises to

strengthen the relationship with the Client and actively participate in resolving existing

infestation issues. -The Field Biologist must plan monthly inspection visits by completing the

MOD. Quality Checklist in case of non-compliance detected.- Visit Top Accounts for quality

control inspections, creating reports/graphs on the status of work and infestations identified,

providing suggestions to resolve issues.. Other tasks include providing reports, conducting

surveys, and presenting research findings to management.Qualifications Field Skills:

experience in Field job Research: experience in designing and conducting research studies and

analyzing data Excellent written and verbal communication skills Ability to work independently

and as part of a team Bachelor's degree in Biology, Agricultural Engineer, environmental health,

entomology or any related field Experience working in the UAE region is a must
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designing and conducting research studies and analyzing data Excellent written and verbal

communication skills Ability to work independently and as part of a team Bachelor's degree in

Biology, Agricultural Engineer, environmental health, entomology or any related field Experience

working in the UAE region is a must 
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